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ABSTRACT—In Day To Day life, People always tend to satisfy their needs by doing some activities which are referred to as Human 

activities. Human activities include Exercising activities [Like walking, running, jog], Dancing activities, Industry recreation and also 

for entertainment purposes. The main motive is to generate the energy by foot impression (Piezoelectricity) of the people while 

walking and to monitor health parameters, further to track the location. In Our Proposed systems it generates electricity by 

piezoelectric sensors. Sensors generate electricity by mechanical stress created by humans while performing activities like walking, 

running, etc...The generation of electricity from human activities is referred to as parasitic harvesting. The piezoelectricity current is 

transmitted wirelessly through wireless power transmission techniques. Normally Transmission technique is classified into two Near 

Field and Far Field. In our system, we use the Near field technique where the power is transmitted over a short distance by the 

capacitive coupling method. The transmitted power is used for charging purposes. It also used to monitor the health parameters like 

blood pressure (varies among ages but Normal range is less than 120mm Hg systolic to 80mm Hg diastolic), pulse rate(60-100 Beats 

Per Minute), glucose level(less than 140mg\dL) and other health parameters like temperature (The normal human body temperature 

range is typically stated as 36.5–37.5 °C (97.7–99.5 °F) are recorded and updated instantly. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Piezoelectricity is the electric charge that pile-up in certain solid materials such as crystals, ceramics, 

and biological matter such as bone, in response to applied mechanical stress. Harvesting mechanical 

energy from human movements is one of the most unfamiliar methods to obtain sustainable electric energy. 

Piezoelectricity is electrical energy produced from mechanical pressure by a human while walking, 

running. The energy is harvested from human movements and is transmitted wirelessly through wireless 

power transfer techniques and is used to charge devices like mobile. The energy is not stored in batteries. 

It can simultaneously be used by another sensor or charging a power bank. Health parameters (blood 

pressure, glucose level, pulse rate, and other health parameters) monitored are recorded and updated 

instantly. The data collected from health measuring sensors are transferred in a combined unit to Mobile 

phones. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The paper [1] proposes an attractive approach to harvest energy from Soldier' shoes. A soldier 

carries numerous electronic gadgets for his mission which need an uninterrupted power supply. With the 

help of piezoelectric materials, an alternative way is proposed here to power the Soldier's Electronic 

System. The idea is to incorporate piezo polymers stacks beneath the heels of their shoes and generate 

electrical power while walking or running. This approach generates power that can even be stored for 

future use in absence of a load. DC-DC converters were employed to maximize the electrical power from 

the material, to store it in a Super capacitor, and to enhance the efficiency of the system. This power can 
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be later utilized to power their electronic gadgets and also to power a passive RF tag system for tracking 

soldiers are in remote areas. 

 

A mobile charging system is proposed by [2] using the piezoelectric power transfer technique. A 

piezoelectric generator is placed in the shoe. When a person walks, the pressure is exerted on the ground 

and this pressure is converted into electrical energy. The energy which is generated by the piezoelectric 

generator while walking is transferred to the device by using a mid-range wireless power transfer (WPT) 

which is a Resonance coupling technique and is it used to charge the mobile battery. 

 

A smart system was proposed by [3] to track the position based on inertial sensing. The wireless 

inertial sensor is small and it is easily tucked into the shoelaces, it requires sufficiently low power to run 

all day on a small battery Though it can't be used alone for precise registration of close-range objects, in 

outdoor applications augmenting distant objects, a user would barely notice the NavShoe's meter-level 

error combined with an error in the head's assumed location relative to the foot. This greatly reduces the 

database search space for computer vision, making it much simpler and more robust. The NavShoe device 

not only provides a robust approximate position, but also an extremely accurate orientation tracker on the 

foot. 

 

This paper [4] presents the integration of an electronic device and an electrodynamic energy 

harvester in a shoe. This device measures the acceleration along one axis at a sampling rate of 30 Hz and 

sends the data every second through a wireless link. The data sent are collected by a gateway and 

processed to count the number of steps, to calculate the contact time and the flying time of the foot. To 

perform this function, the device requires an average power of 951 μW which is provided by the 

electrodynamic energy harvester. 

 

The work by [5] presents an electric-mechanical model of a piezoelectric transducer in a cantilever 

configuration. The model has been characterized by measuring the acceleration and the open-circuit 

voltage of a piezoelectric cantilever subjected to a sinusoidal force with different values frequency and 

subject to an impulsive force. It is used to identify the optimal position in which the piezoelectric 

cantilever has to be placed on a shoe to obtain the maximum energy while walking or running. As a second 

step, the DC-DC converter with a hysteresis comparator. The circuit can give the energy to switch on a 

microprocessor long enough to capture and store the information required. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The piezoelectric sensors are placed in the foam-based shoe. The energy is generated when the mechanical 

impressions are made by human activities like walking, running, and jogging. These energies are measured 

by the sensors placed inside the shoe. These sensors stores the energy in the battery. The heartbeat sensor 
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is placed under the toe finger which can measure the heart rate. The Global Positioning System navigation 

setup to track location by interconnection with a microcontroller. The location of the person can be viewed 

through the mobile phone connected with Global Positioning System and further the measured health 

parameters can be monitored through mobile. The energies measured can be used to charge mobile phones 

and further microwatt functions. These data are transmitted through wireless Bluetooth methods or data 

cables. And further, this information can be stored in the cloud through a Wi-Fi module for further 

references. 

Fig. 1. The architecture of the proposed system 

 

1. IV HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS 

Piezoelectric Sensor: Piezoelectric Sensor, a component that makes use of  thepiezoelectric effect for the 

measurement of changes present in parameters such as pressure, acceleration, temperature, force by 

converting these into an electrical charge.  

Pulse Sensor: Pulse Sensor is a well designed heart-rate sensor. It may be utilized by people who need to 

keep track of their live heart rate data. It also has an open-source monitoring application that details your 

pulse rate in real time.  

Blood pressure sensor: Blood pressure sensor, an oscillatory device that makes a digital reading of blood 

pressure and follows the principle of blood passing through an artery between the systolic and diastolic 

pressures produces vibrations in the arterial wall. This vibration can be detected and can be turned into an 

electrical signal.  

GPS modules: GPS module that contains tiny processors and antennas, which directly receives data sent 

by satellites throughout dedicated RF frequencies. From there, it will receive timestamps from each 

satellite that are visible in its range, along with other pieces of data.  
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Rectifier(1N4007):1N4007 is a PN junction diode. These type of diodes allows the current to pass through 

only one direction. So, this can be used for converting the power from AC to DC. 1N4007 has 

compatibility with other rectifier diodes and this can be used in the place of any diodes in the 1N400X 

series.  

Lithium Battery Charging Module: TP4056 is a low-cost Lithium Ion battery charging controller IC. It 

works with a constant current – constant voltage charging mechanism for a single cell Li-Po Battery. It 

was included in an 8-pin SOP package. It requires very minimum external components in order to make a 

Lithium Ion battery charger circuit.  

Capacitor:A capacitor is used to store charges in the electric field. Capacitor is a passive electronic 

component. It has two terminals. It is a high quality NIC 22uF, 50V radial leaded and miniature aluminum 

electrolytic capacitor. 

V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

The sensors and processor are successfully interfaced and wireless communication is established using 

IoT.We deliberately equip the usage of this invention for “sports/mountain climbers” in utter wherein the 

enactment of this invention can be applied to cycling,climbers,and normal people who routines 

physicalactivities. 
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